
Month Date Set Subject or Practical talk/exercise Notes

10 Ballina Players production Beauty and the Beast
Steve and Melanie - Printing your photos

Set Subject - Beautiful Ballina

Petra Practical Photography
Set Subject - Shoes

28 Images of Petra Practical Photography

21 Ballina Players production It Could be Anyone of Us
28

Tim - Street Photography Talk
Set Subject - Walls and Fences

25

Peter - Landscape Photoshop Conversion Demo
Set Subject - Red

23 Images of Street Photography
13 Ballina Players production The Pirates of Penzance
27 Editied images - Before and After General Meeting

Amy Lowe Portrait Practical outing

14
Shoes - Shoes may be smart and stylish, old and worn, large or small, in groups, lines, pairs 
or piles. Try a close up or abstract of a shoe or a boot, create an image of shoes with a 
purpose, or an artistic arrangement. Other ideas might include a shoe store display or the 
messy floor of a closet—use your imagination and turn a mundane subject into a work of 
art.

11
Walls and Fences -  From old and decayed to carefully kept. The walls of old and new 
buildings can put a whole new twist on the topic. And don't forget graffiti! Fences and walls 
may be used to lead the eye into the image, as a way to emphasize an element of your 
composition, or as the main subject of your photo.

Images of Amy Lowe Portrait outing and set subject - Reflections

Anzac Day - No Meeting

9
Red -  The colour red symbolizes power, strength, passion, and vitality, yet it also 
represents danger and hatred. Examples are everywhere: red leaves in Autum, fire engines, 
tomatoes, flowers. Whether you choose to fill the frame with red or create a composition 
around a red subject, the viewer’s eye should be immediately drawn to this strong and 
powerful colour.
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Beautiful Ballina - a photo that encapuslates the area in which we live

14
Reflections - Think out of box and reflect on your surroundings. From endless materials and 
objects around us, glass water, rivers or drifting tides reflections have long been a 
wonderful part of many magnificent images in photography. What would make the perfect 
subject whose reflection can be captured with clarity of vision? Now for the 28th March

February



Flash with Jimmy
Set Subject - Black and White/Sepia

25 Images with flash
Tegan - Optical Illusions/Forced Perspective

Set Subject - Rain

22 Ballina Players production One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest
David S's mum's spring garden (perhaps a 

weekend?)
Set Subject - Long Forgotten

26 Images of Spring and Optical Illusion/FP Annual General Meeting
Jimmy Drone Demo / outing

Item to bring, swap and photograph
Set Subject - Rocks

24 Images of drone outing and swaped items
14 TBA / Possible Ballina Players Possible General Meeting TBC
18 TBA / Possible Ballina Players Possible General Meeting TBC

December 12 2019 Christmas Breakup - Best of 2019

10

Rocks - Rocks are everywhere, but how can you turn them into a good photo? You could 
take a close-up approach, and look for interesting patterns, textures, and colors. Rocks can 
also be seen as micro-habitats, providing a solid surface for mosses and lichens, a soil-filled 
crevice for a flowering plant to take root, or a cozy spot for a lizard or insect to bask in the 
sun. On the other end of the spectrum, you may find rocks that dominate a landscape, such 
as a graphic tumble of boulders on a mountain slope or a colorful pattern in the strata 
exposed in a road cut. Consider river rock that has been shaped and smoothed over years.  
This subject provides lots of opportunities to play with lighting—to bring out colors, 
texture, or sparkle.

8

Rain - “Singing in the rain” . . . “When it rains it pours” . . . “Don’t rain on my parade” . . . 
familiar phrases for (most) all of us, each one of which may bring to mind interesting photo 
opportunities for capturing a moody photograph: A child with a ball and glove looking 
forlornly through a rain spattered window, people with colorful umbrellas crossing a busy 
street, a person walking a rain-drenched dog, water gushing from a building rainspout. Just 
be careful to keep your gear dry

12
Long Forgotten - There is power in an object once useful and needed, now discarded and 
ignored. Tell a story with your image. Allow the viewer to feel the nostalgia and to imagine 
the past life of a broken tool, a torn piece of lace, a tattered teddy bear, a worn pair of 
boots. These bits of a forgotten past can be found in your own homes, antique or second 
hand shops, old farms or tool sheds, junk yards—and just about anywhere else. Keep your 
eyes open and you may find you have more possibilities than you can use.

11
Black and White/Sepia -  Not every color photograph translates into a good monochrome. 
Before being able to produce great images, a photographer needs to learn how to “think” 
in black and white. The three most important aspects to look for in an image are contrast, 
shape, and texture. Try going through some of your own work to identify pictures that 
convert well.
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